APPENDIX 1: IF-THEN PLAN

Making a change! Reducing the risk of acid erosion -IF/THEN planning.
What do I plan to do: (Please tick one) ☐ I am going to reduce how often I eat things which can cause erosion to my teeth.
☐ I am going to reduce how often I drink things which can cause erosion to my teeth.
☐ I am going to brush my teeth BEFORE I eat. What I will do instead:
What will help me to make this change:
APPENDIX 2: RESEARCHER SCRIPTS FOR DIETARY ADVICE
Script for control group
Our examination has revealed that you show signs of erosion of the teeth. This is most likely to be due to a combination of the foods and drinks that you have, when you have them and when you brush your teeth.
We recommend that you cut down on the frequency of having acidic foods and drink.
Script for intervention group
Step 1: Identifying target behaviour Resources:
• Prompt sheet -foods that have high erosive potential: List Script:
Our examination has revealed that you show signs of erosion of the teeth. This is most likely to be due to a combination of the foods and drinks that you have, when you have them and when you brush your teeth. Our aim is to decrease the amount of erosion that is happening, and this means helping you to change these three behaviours.
To summarise from the questionnaire: You have X number of foods during the day where there is a possibility of acid attacks on your teeth You have Y number of drinks that can cause erosion of the teeth You tend to clean your teeth just after eating or drinking / You always clean your teeth before eatingwhich is the best way to protect your teeth from erosion. These behaviours damaged your teeth and are the behaviours we want to change to stop the damage from getting worse. From the start can I say that we don't want you to stop eating these foods, but we recommend that instead of eating them one at a time throughout the day, you try to eat them all at once at mealtimes once or twice a day.
Step 2: Behaviour specific intervention How easy do you think it would be to change from cleaning your teeth after to before meals?
(What would be difficult about that? Prompt -feel odd, teeth might feel 'dirty', forgetting) Yes, it would feel odd at first but after a while you will get used to it, like any new habit it feels odd at first but after a while it becomes normal. (Give example e.g. new jewelry, having a mobile 'phone -before we had them it didn't feel odd not having one, but now it does etc.) (If concerned about mouth feel, prompt for alternatives) You could try using mouthwash after a meal to make your mouth feel clean -this is good because it doesn't involve the brushing. ↓ ↓ ↓ We have found that a useful way to remember this is to make a note on this sheet. We complete it like this (Note target on prompt sheet)
We have found that a useful way to remember this is to make a note on this sheet. We complete it like this (Note target on prompt sheet) Now there is one exception to this -when you brush your teeth last thing at night. Once you have cleaned your teeth at night you should not have anything else to eat. In this case you should try not to eat at least 1 hour before you brush your teeth. Then we say what you will do instead (Note substitution or removal)
We have found that a useful way to remember this is to make a note on this sheet. We complete it like this (Note target on prompt sheet) ↓ ↓ ↓ And then list all the things that will help you to make that change (Note supports already mentioned)
Can you think of anything else that will help you make this change (Prompt for -tell friends and family so they don't offer you snacks, reward self for change, put stickers on fridge / other places).
And then list all the things that will help you to make that change (Note supports already mentioned)
Then we say what you will do instead (Note substitution or removal) ↓ And then list all the things that will help you to make that change (Note supports already mentioned)
Can you think of anything else that will help you make this change (Prompt for -tell friends and family so they don't offer you snacks, reward self for change, put stickers on fridge / other places). 
